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Abstract
We consider the Cauchy problem for the nonlinear Schrödinger equation on R2, iut `
uxx ` uyy ` λ|u|σu “ 0, λ P R, σ ą 0. We introduce new functional spaces over which
the initial value problem is well-posed. Their construction is based on spatial plane waves
(cf. [4]). These spaces contain H1pR2q and do not lie within L2pR2q. We prove several
global well-posedness and stability results over these new spaces, including a new global
well-posedness result of H1 solutions with indefinitely large H1 and L2 norms. Some of
these results are proved using a new functional transform, the plane wave transform. We
develop a suitable theory for this transform, prove several properties and solve classical
linear PDE’s with it, highlighting its wide range of application.
Keywords: nonlinear Schrödinger equation; local well-posedness; stability; spatial plane
waves; integral transform.
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1 Introduction
In this work, we consider the initial value problem for the nonlinear Schrödinger equation in two
spatial dimensions"
iut ` uxx ` uyy ` λ|u|σu “ 0, u “ upt, x, yq, px, yq P R2
up0, x, yq “ u0px, yq, σ ą 0, λ P R. . (NLS)
This classical equation has been studied intensively for the past fifty years and many prob-
lems regarding local well-posedness, global existence, blowup and asymptotic behaviour have
very complete answers (see the monographs [1], [12], [13] and references therein). The most
standard framework where one studies this initial value problem is based on the following
H1 local well-posedness result: for any u0 P H1pR2q, there exists a unique maximal solution
u P Cpr0, T pu0qq, H1pR2qq of (NLS), which depends continuously on the initial data. Moreover,
if T pu0q ă 8, one has }∇uptq}2 Ñ8 as tÑ T pu0q. The H1 framework allows one to used certain
conserved quantities (mass, energy, variance, etc.) to obtain precise results on the dynamical
behaviour of solutions. Apart from this, few nonstandard frameworks have been developed (see,
for example, [5], for a theory on Zhidkov spaces).
Here, we shall introduce new functional spaces and study local well-posedness, global existence
and stability (in a way that will be clear further ahead). These spaces do not lie within L2pR2q:
in fact, the first one will lie in L8pR2q, but not in LppR2q, for any p ă 8; the second will lie in
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L4pR2q XL8pR2q, but not in LppR2q, p ă 4. The most simple example of these spaces appeared
for the first time in a previous work, [4], in the context of the hyperbolic nonlinear Schrödinger
equation. We shall generalize the results of [4] in the context of the (NLS) for two reasons: to
our knowledge, there are no results of this type for (NLS); secondly, even though one may prove
similar results for more general equations, that would increase needlessly the complexity of the
exposition and deviate the attention of the reader from the essential ideas.
The first step is to take any c P R and consider solutions of (NLS) of the form upt, x, yq “
fpt, x ´ cyq (we call these solutions spatial plane waves: the number c is the speed and the
function f is the profile of the wave). Introducing this ansatz, one arrives to
ift ` p1` c2qfzz ` λ|f |σf “ 0,
which one may solve using the standard H1 theory. It is clear that spatial plane waves are not
Lp solutions of (NLS), for any p ă 8, even though they lie in L1locpR2q. Based on these solutions,
consider the space of spatial plane waves
Xc “
 
u P L1locpR2q : Df P H1pRq : upx, yq “ fpx´ cyq a.e.
(
.
Then the initial value problem for (NLS) is well-posed over Xc, simply because the problem
reduces to the local theory in one spatial dimension. Now consider
E “ H1pR2q ‘Xc.
Notice that, due to the lack of decay of elements in Xc, the sum is indeed a direct sum. Then
the initial value problem for u0 “ v0` φ0 P E can be proven to be equivalent to the initial value
problem for the system$’’&’’%
ivt ` vxx ` vyy ` λ|v ` φ|σpv ` φq ´ λ|φ|σφ “ 0, φpt, x, yq “ fpt, x´ cyq
vp0q “ v0
ift ` p1` c2qfzz ` λ|f |σf “ 0
fp0q “ f0
where f0 is the profile of φ0. Notice that the second equation is independent on v. This means
that one may solve it and introduce the solution onto the first equation. Thus, to prove local
well-posedness on E, it suffices to show an H1 local well-posedness result for the first equation.
This is achieved by making the crucial observation that the nonlinear terms lie in H´1 (even
though they involve φ).
With such a local well-posedness result, consider the following situation: take a spatial plane
wave φ with initial data φ0, and assume φ is globally defined. If one introduces an H1 perturba-
tion on the initial data, φ0` v0, the corresponding solution is given by u “ φ` v (since φ only
depends on the plane wave part of the initial data). Then a natural question is the following:
Stability problem: if  is sufficiently small, does u stay close to φ?
This question corresponds to a global existence result for v that insures that v stays small for
all times. Results of such nature are indeed valid for (NLS) in H1 (see [2], [7], [8], [10], [11]) in
the L2-supercritical case. Here, however, the question is not that clear: first, if one develops the
nonlinear terms in the equation for v, one sees that lower order terms in v are present; second,
the plane wave component φ, which even has "infinite mass" and "infinite energy" (due to the
lack of integrability) might act as a forcing term, pushing v to grow indefinitely. In [4], such a
result was proven for σ an even power greater or equal to 4, in the context of the hyperbolic
nonlinear Schrödinger equation.
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Now we advance to the next level of complexity. Take a sequence of wave speeds
¯
c “ tcnunPN,
with ci ‰ cj , i ‰ j, and consider the space
X
¯
c “
!
φ P L1locpR2q : φpx, yq “
ÿ
ně1
fnpx´ cnyq, pp1` c2nqfnqnPN P l1pH2pRqq
)
.
endowed with the induced norm (which, as we will check, is well-defined). As before, we look for
a local well-posedness result in
E
¯
c “ H1pR2q ‘X
¯
c,
which turns out to be equivalent to a local well-posedness result for the infinite system"
ivt ` vxx ` vyy ` λ|v ` φ|σpv ` φq ´řně1 λ|φn|σφn “ 0, φnpt, x, yq “ fnpt, x´ cnyq
ippfnqt ` p1` c2nqpfnqzz ` λ|fn|σfn “ 0, n P N .
The equations for the profiles fn are solved using the H2pRq local well-posedness result (here,
one must be careful to ensure that all profiles exist up to some time T ą 0). Once again, it
remains to prove that one may solve the equation for v in H1pR2q, which amounts to check
that the nonlinear terms are in H´1pR2q. Under the additional hypothesis σ ě 1, this can be
shown to be true: heuristically, if one develops the nonlinear terms, one obtains some terms with
v, which are well-behaved, and some products of diferent φn’s. Remarkably, these terms lie in
L2pR2q: take, for example, φjφk, j ‰ k. Thenˆż
R2
|φjpx, yq|2|φkpx, yq|2dxdy
˙1{2
“
ˆż
R2
|fjpx´ cjyq|2|fkpx´ ckyq|2dxdy
˙1{2
“ 1|cj ´ ck|1{2
ˆż
R2
|fjpwq|2|fkpzq|2dwdz
˙1{2
ď 1|cj ´ ck|1{2 }fj}L2}fk}L2 .
However, since one has an infinite sum of such terms, one must be able to controlÿ
j‰k
1
|cj ´ ck|1{2 }fj}L2}fk}L2 .
The above quantity turns out to be preserved by the flow of the infinite system, since one has
conservation of the L2 norm of each fn, and therefore it can controlled by the initial data. Hence
we shall restrict ourselves to
A
¯
c “ H1pR2q ‘ Y
¯
c, Y
¯
c “
#
φ P X
¯
c :
ÿ
i‰j
}fj}L2}fk}L2
|cj ´ ck|1{2 ă 8
+
.
One finally concludes that it is possible to solve the equation for v and arrives to the local
well-posedness result over A
¯
c:
Theorem 1.1. Fix σ ě 1 and u0 P A
¯
c. Then there exists a unique maximal solution u P
Cpr0, T q, A
¯
cq X C1pp0, T q, E1
¯
cq (cf. (2.1)) of (NLS) such that up0q “ u0. The solution depends
continuously of u0. Furthermore, if T ă 8, then
}uptq}E
¯
c Ñ8, tÑ T.
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As in the single plane wave case, the stability problem may be studied. Here, we present the
following result:
Theorem 1.2. Set σ ě 4 even. Given M ą 1, there exist pMq ą 0 and δ “ δp,Mq, with
δp,Mq Ñ 0 as Ñ 0, such that, if φ0 P Y
¯
c and v0 P H1pR2q satisfy
ÿ
ně1
}zpf0qn}L2 ` }Bzpfnq0}L1 `
ÿ
j‰k
p1` c2j q1{2}Bzpf0qj}L2 ` }pf0qj}L2
|cj ´ ck|1{2 }pf0qk}L2 ăM,
}φ0}X
¯
c ă , }v0}H1 ă ,  ă pMq,
then the solutions of (NLS) u and u˜, with initial data v0 ` φ0 and φ0, respectively, are both
globally defined and satisfy
}u´ u˜}L8pp0,8q;H1pR2qq ď δp,Mq.
We now arrive to the last generalization, more complex and with interesting properties. The
idea is simply to pass from a discrete sum of plane waves to an integration over a continuum of
plane waves. That is, we consider
X “
"
φ P L1locpR2q : φpx, yq “
ż
R
fpx´ cy, cq, f P L1cpR;H1z pRqq X L8c pR, L2zpRqq
*
,
endowed with the norm }φ} “ }f}L1cpH1z q ` }f}L8c pL2zq. One may actually define an integral
transform, the plane wave transform, mapping functions in two speed variables to functions in
two physical variables
pTfqpx, yq “
ż
fpx´ cy, cqdc. (1.1)
Before we study the initial value problem for (NLS) in this context, we shall study some very
interesting properties related to the plane wave transform. Among them, one may prove that:
• Tf P LppR2q, p ě 2 under suitable conditions on f (Proposition 3.2 and Corollary 3.9);
• Tf R L2pR2q if f P C0pR2q is positive (Corollary 3.3);
• The convolution of two functions, the Fourier transform and the Laplace transform may
be obtained using the plane wave transform transform (Corollary 3.11 and Examples 4.3
and 4.4);
• Several classical linear equations, such as the heat equation, the Schrödinger equation and
the wave equation, may be solved by means of this transform (Section 4).
Remark 1.1. One should regard all the previous definitions in analogy to the Fourier series
and transform: one starts with a simple periodic function with a given frequency, superposes
a numerable family of functions with different frequencies to arrive to the Fourier series and
passes to the continuous case to obtain the Fourier transform, where one also has the concepts
of physical and frequency variables.
Evidently, our construction is not the same as the Fourier one and many properties will
differ. One aspect is that, while the Fourier construction makes all sense in one variable (and its
multidimensional version is simply the application of the one-dimensional case to each variable),
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the plane wave construction needs (at least) a two-dimensional setting. In another perspective,
the Fourier transform is based on the solutions of the ODE
u2pxq ` k2upxq “ 0,
while the plane wave theory is based on solutions of the transport equation
uypx, yq ` cuxpx, yq “ 0.
With this new transform in hand, we try to obtain some results in the spirit of the numerable
case. That is, look for local well-posedness and stability results in E “ H1pR2q `X. The main
difference is that now the (NLS) may be decoupled into$’’&’’%
ivt ` vxx ` vyy ` λ|v ` φ|σpv ` φq “ 0
vp0q “ v0
iφt ` φxx ` φyy “ 0
φp0q “ φ0
.
Surprisingly, when one passes to the continuous case, there exists a decoupling such that the
equation for the plane wave component is linear. We now state our main results.
Theorem 1.3. Fix σ ě 1 and u0 P E. Then there exists a unique maximal solution u P
Cpr0, T q, Eq of (NLS) (cf. definition 5.3) such that up0q “ u0. The solution depends continuously
on the initial data. Furthermore, if T ă 8, then
}uptq}E Ñ8, tÑ T.
Theorem 1.4. Set σ ě 4 even. Given M ą 1, there exist pMq ą 0 and δ “ δp,Mq, with
δp,Mq Ñ 0 as Ñ 0, such that, if φ0 “ Tf0 P X and v0 P H1pR2q satisfy›››› f0p1` c2q1{2
››››
L1cpL1zq
` }pf0qz}L1cpL1zq ` }f0}L1cpH2z q ` }cf0}L1cpH2z q ăM,
}φ0}X ă , }v0}H1 ă ,  ă pMq,
then the solution u of (NLS) with initial data v0 ` φ0 is globally defined. Moreover, if S2 is the
free Schrödinger group in dimension two,
}u´ S2φ0}L8pp0,8q,H1pR2qq ď δp,Mq
As a consequence of Theorem 1.4, we have
Theorem 1.5. Set σ ě 4 even. For any given K ą 0 and M ą 1, there exists φ0 P X XH1pR2q
satisfying the conditions of Theorem 1.4 and
}φ0}L2pR2q ą K, }∇φ0}L2pR2q ą K.
Consequently, for any v0 P H1pR2q such that
}v0}H1 ă pMq
the H1 solution u of (NLS) with initial data v0 ` φ0 is global and satisfies
}u´ S2φ0}L8pp0,8q,H1pR2q ď δppMq,Mq.
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Remark 1.2. The global H1 solutions given by Theorem 1.5 have small Lσ`2 norm, since this
norm is controlled by }v0}H1 ` }φ0}X . Therefore the energy of these solutions will always be
positive and so there is no possible contradiction with the usual Virial blowup result by Glassey
[6].
Finally, we present a global well-posedness result for σ “ 1.
Theorem 1.6. Fix σ “ 1. Consider u0 “ v0 ` φ0, v0 P H1pR2q, φ0 “ Tf0 P X. Assume that
p1` c3qp1` |z|qf0 P L1cpH2z q X L8c pH2z q.
Then there exists a unique global solution u P Cpr0,8q, Eq of (NLS) with initial data u0.
We now outline the structure of the paper. Section 2 will be devoted to the study of the
numerable superposition of plane waves and Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 are proved therein. In section
3, we recall the plane wave transform (1.1), construct a suitable functional framework in which
one may consider such a transform, and prove several properties. In section 4, we apply the
transform to solve some classic linear PDE’s. In section 5, we apply the theory for the transform
to obtain Theorems 1.3, 1.4, 1.5 and 1.6. We conclude with some remarks and, in the appendix,
we give an alternate proof of the injectivity of the plane wave transform.
Notation. We fix some notations. We define the space of Schwarz funtions, SpR2q, and the
space of distributions, D1pR2q. We denote by F˚ the Fourier transform with respect to the ˚
variables. Integration spaces will often be indexed with the variable that is being integrated:
L1cpR, L2zpRqq will denote the space of integrable functions in c P R with values in L2pRq, where
the variable is z. Furthermore, if no confusion can arise, we omit the domain in the notation of
the integration space.
2 Plane waves: the numerable case
Let us recall the numerable construction. Fix a sequence of wave speeds
¯
c “ tcnunPN, with
ci ‰ cj , i ‰ j. Define the spaces
X
¯
c “
!
φ P L1locpR2q : φpx, yq “
ÿ
ně1
fnpx´ cnyq, pp1` c2nqfnqnPN P l1pH2pRqq,
)
and
X 1
¯
c “
#
φ P L1locpR2q : φpx, yq “
ÿ
ně1
fnpx´ cnyq, pfnqnPN P l1pL2pRqq
+
.
Lemma 2.1. If
¯
f P l1pL2pRqq is such that
φpx, yq “
ÿ
ně1
fnpx´ cnyq “ 0, x, y P R2,
then
¯
f ” 0.
Proof. Fix k P N, h P R and define
φhpxq “ φpx` ckh, hq “ fkpxq `
ÿ
ně1,n‰k
fnpx` pck ´ cnqhq.
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By absurd, suppose that there exists an open interval sa, br such that
}fk}L2psa,brq “ δ ą 0.
Since
¯
f P l1pL2pRqq, there exists n0 P N such thatÿ
něn0
}fn}L2 ă δ{2.
On the other hand, for h large enough, one has
n0ÿ
n“1,n‰k
}fnp¨ ` pck ´ cnqhq}L2psa,brq ă δ{2.
Hence
δ “ }fk}L2psa,brq ď
ÿ
ně1,n‰k
}fnp¨ ` pck ´ cnqhq}L2psa,brq ă δ,
which is impossible.
Since each element of X
¯
c and X 1
¯
c may be represented in a unique way, we define the norms
of these spaces as the norm induced by the profile space:
}φ}X
¯
c
:“
ÿ
ně1
}p1` c2nqfn}H2 , }φ}X1
¯
c
:“
ÿ
ně1
}fn}L2 .
Lemma 2.2. Consider H´1pR2q and X 1
¯
c as subspaces of D1pR2q. Then H´1pR2q XX 1
¯
c “ t0u.
Proof. Suppose that
¯
f P l1pL2pRqq is such that the function φ defined by
φpx, yq “
ÿ
ně1
fnpx´ cnyq
is in H´1pR2q. Fix k P N and define
φhpx, yq “ φpx` ckh, y ` hq “ fkpx´ ckyq `
ÿ
ně1,n‰k
fnpx´ cny ` pck ´ cnqhq.
Given ψ P C80 pR2q, it is easy to check that, since φ P H´1pR2q,
xφh, ψyH´1ˆH1 Ñ 0, hÑ8.
Through a similar argument to that of the previous proof, one may check that, when hÑ8,ż ˜
fkpx´ ckyq `
ÿ
ně1,n‰k
fnpx´ cny ` pck ´ cnqhq
¸
ψpx, yqdxdy Ñ
ż
fkpx´ ckyqψpx, yqdxdy.
Hence one has necessarilyż
fkpx´ ckyqψpx, yqdxdy “ 0,@ψ P C80 pR2q
and so fk ” 0. Since k P N is arbitrary, one concludes φ ” 0.
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Define the following subspaces of D1pR2q:
E
¯
c “ H1pR2q ‘X
¯
c, E
1
¯
c “ H´1pR2q ‘X 1
¯
c. (2.1)
Notice that it follows from the previous lemma that these sums are indeed direct sums. Moreover,
consider
Y
¯
c “
#
φ P X
¯
c :
ÿ
i‰j
}fj}L2}fk}L2
|cj ´ ck|1{2 ă 8
+
, A
¯
c “ H1pR2q ‘ Y
¯
c.
Lemma 2.3. Fix σ ě 1. Take v P H1pR2q and φ P Y
¯
c. Writing
φpx, yq “
ÿ
ně1
fnpx´ cnyq,
define φnpx, yq “ fnpx´ cnyq and
g “
ÿ
ně1
|φn|σφn
Then g P X 1
¯
c and |v ` φ|σpv ` φq ´ g P H´1pR2q.
Proof. Since, for any k P N,
}φk}L8 ď
ÿ
ně1
}φn}L8 ď
ÿ
ně1
}fn}L8 ď }φ}X
¯
c ,
one has
}g}X1
¯
c
ď
ˆ
sup
k
}φk}σ8
˙›››››ÿ
ně1
|φn|
›››››
X1
¯
c
ď }φ}σX
¯
c
›››››ÿ
ně1
|φn|
›››››
X1
¯
c
À }φ}σ`1X
¯
c
and so g P X 1
¯
c. For the second part of the result, recall the classical estimates
||a|σa´ |b|σb| ď pσ ` 1qp|a|σ ` |b|σq|a´ b|, a, b P C
and
||a` b|σpa` bq ´ |a|σ ´ |b|σ| À |a|σ|b| ` |b|σ|a|, a, b P C.
This implies thatˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇv ` ÿ
kě1
φk
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
σ ˜
v `
ÿ
kě1
φk
¸
´ g
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ď
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇv ` ÿ
kě1
φk
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
σ ˜
v `
ÿ
kě1
φk
¸
´
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇÿ
kě1
φk
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
σ ˜ÿ
kě1
φk
¸ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
`
ÿ
jě1
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇÿ
kěj
φk
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
σ ˜ÿ
kěj
φk
¸
´
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ÿ
kěj`1
φk
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
σ ˜ ÿ
kěj`1
φk
¸
´ |φj |σφj
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
À
˜
|v|σ `
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇÿ
kě1
φk
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
σ¸
|v| `
ÿ
jě1
˜ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ÿ
kěj`1
φk
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
σ
|φj | `
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ÿ
kěj`1
φk
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ |φj |σ
¸
À|v|σ`1 `
ÿ
kě1
}φk}σL8 |v| `
ÿ
jě1
ÿ
kěj`1
`}φk}σ´1L8 ` }φj}σ´1L8 ˘ |φjφk|
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The first term, |v|σ`1, is in Lσ`2σ`1 , by Sobolev’s injection. The second term is clearly in L2.
Finally, we prove that the third term is also in L2:›››››ÿ
jě1
ÿ
kěj`1
`}φk}σ´1L8 ` }φj}σ´1L8 ˘ |φjφk|
›››››
L2
À }φ}σ´1X
¯
c
ÿ
jě1
ÿ
kěj`1
}φjφk}L2
“ }φ}σ´1X
¯
c
ÿ
j‰k
}fj}L2}fk}L2
|cj ´ ck|1{2 ă 8.
Hence |v ` φ|σpv ` φq ´ g P Lσ`2σ`1 ` L2 ãÑ H´1pR2q.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Step 1. Write u0 “ v0 ` φ0, v0 P H1pR2q, φ0 P Y
¯
c,
φ0px, yq “
ÿ
ně1
pf0qnpx´ cnyq.
We claim that, over A
¯
c, the initial value problem for (NLS) is equivalent to the initial value
problem
ivt ` vxx ` vyy ` λ|v ` φ|σpv ` φq ´
ÿ
ně1
λ|φn|σφn “ 0, φnpt, x, yq “ fnpt, x´ cnyq (2.2)
vp0q “ v0
ippfnqt ` p1` c2nqpfnqzz ` λ|fn|σfn “ 0, n P N (2.3)
fnp0q “ pf0qn
Indeed, if v and pfnqnPN are solutions of this problem, it is trivial to check that
upt, x, yq “ vpt, x, yq `
ÿ
ně1
fnpt, x´ cnyq
is a solution of (NLS). On the other hand, suppose that u is a solution of (NLS) with initial
condition u0. Decompose u as v ` φ and write
φpt, x, yq “
ÿ
ně1
fnpt, x´ cnyq, gpt, x, yq “
ÿ
ně1
p|fn|σfnq pt, x´ cnyq
Then
ivt ` vxx ` vyy ` λ|v ` φ|σpv ` φq ´ λg “ ´piφt ` φxx ` φyy ` λgq
Since the left hand side is in H´1pR2q and the right hand side is in X 1
¯
c, by lemma 2.2, both sides
must be equal to zero: $’’&’’%
ivt ` vxx ` vyy ` λ|v ` φ|σpv ` φq ´ λg “ 0
vp0q “ v0
iφt ` φxx ` φyy ` λg “ 0
φp0q “ φ0
.
Furthermore, by lemma 2.1, the second equation is equivalent to the infinite system (2.3), which
proves the claim.
Step 2. We solve the infinite system (2.3). For each n P N, define
ph0qnpzq “ pf0qnp
a
1` c2nzq.
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Then
}hnp0q}H2 ď p1` c2nq3{4}pf0qn}H2 .
Since pp1` c2nqpf0qnq P l1pH2q, p1` c2nq3{4}pf0qn}H2 Ñ 0 as nÑ8.
Now consider the initial value problem
iphnqt ` phnqzz ` λ|hn|σhn “ 0, hnp0q “ phnq0.
It follows from the H2 local well-posedness results for (NLS) that there exists a time Tn and
a unique maximal solution hn P Cpr0, Tnq, H2pRqq X C1pr0, Tnq, L2pRqq of the above problem.
Moreover, since }hnp0q}H2 Ñ 0, for n ě n0 sufficiently large, Tn ě T1. Define the common time
of existence,
T8 “ min
nPN Tn.
Then each hn is define on r0, T8q. If T8 ă 8, then, as tÑ T8,
}hnptq}H2 Ñ8, for some n P N.
Setting
fnpt, ¨q “ hn
˜
t,
¨a
1` c2n
¸
, 0 ď t ă T8,
it is clear that the sequence pfnqnPN is the unique solution of (2.3) on r0, T8q. Moreover, consid-
ering that
sup
n
}hnptq}H2 ď sup
n
p1` c2nq3{4}fnptq}H2 ď
››`p1` c2nqfnptq˘nPN››l1pH2q ,
if T8 ă 8, one has ››`p1` c2nqfnptq˘nPN››l1pH2q Ñ8, tÑ T8.
Finally, it follows from the conservation of the L2 norm that˜ÿ
j‰q
}fjptq}L2}fkptq}L2
|cj ´ ck|1{2
¸1{2
“
˜ÿ
j‰q
}pf0qj}L2}pf0qk}L2
|cj ´ ck|1{2
¸1{2
, 0 ď t ă T8.
Setting
φpt, x, yq “
ÿ
ně1
fnpt, x´ cnyq,
this implies that φ P Cpr0, T8q, Y
¯
cq X C1pp0, T8q, X 1
¯
cq.
Step 3. We now solve (2.2). By Lemma 2.3 and Kato’s local well-posedness result in H1pR2q,
(2.2) has a unique maximal solution v, defined on r0, Tvq, Tv ď T8, with initial condition v0.
Furthermore, if Tv ă T8,
}vptq}H1 Ñ8, tÑ Tv.
Step 4. Conclusion. It follows from the previous steps that u “ v ` φ is the unique solution of
(NLS) on E, with initial data u0. If Tv ă 8, then either Tv ă T8 or T8 ă 8. In any case,
}uptq}E “ }vptq}H1 ` }φptq}X
¯
c
Ñ8, tÑ Tmax,
which implies that u is not extendible over E. The continuous dependence on the initial data is
a consequence of the continuous dependence given by the local well-posedness results for v and
pfnqnPN.
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Lemma 2.4. Set σ “ 4. Given M ą 1, there exists  “ pMq ą 0 such that, given φ0 P Y
¯
c
satisfying
Npφ0q “
ÿ
ně1
}zpf0qn}L2 ` }Bzpfnq0}L1 ăM, }φ0}X
¯
c
ă 
the solution φ of (NLS) with initial data φ0 is global and satisfies
}φptq}L8 À min
"
,
M
t1{2
*
, }∇φptq}L8 ÀM3, }φptq}X
¯
c
ď 3
2
}φ0}X
¯
c
, t ą 0.
Proof. We write
φpt, x, yq “
ÿ
ně1
φnpt, x, yq, φnpt, x, yq “ fnpt, x´ cnyq, φ0px, yq “
ÿ
ně1
pf0qnpx´ cnyq
where fn is a solution of
ipfnqt ` p1` c2nqpfnqzz ` λ|fn|4fn “ 0, fnp0q “ pf0qn.
Using the rescaling hnpt, zq “ fnpt,
a
1` c2nzq, one arrives to
iphnqt ` phnqzz ` λ|hn|4fn “ 0, hnp0, zq “ ph0qnpzq “ pf0qnp
a
1` c2nzq.
Step 1. We now collect some properties of hn.
First of all, it follows from [1, Theorem 5.3.1] that there exists 0 ą 0 such that, if }ph0qn}H1 ă
0, then hn is global and
}hnptq}H1 ď 3
2
}ph0qn}H1 , t ą 0.
From decay estimates, which are valid regardless of the sign of λ, one also has
}hnptq}L8 ď C
t1{2
}zph0qn}1{2L2 }ph0qn}1{2L2 , t ą 0.
These properties imply that
}hnptq}L8 À min
"
}ph0qn}H1 , 1
t1{2
}zph0qn}1{2L2 }ph0qn}1{2L2
*
.
Now we obtain an uniform estimate for }Bzhnptq}L8 . Recall, from the proof of Theorem 1.1,
that there exists T ą 0 (independent of n) such that hn is defined on r0, T s and }hnptq}H2 ď
2}phnq0}H2 , for 0 ă t ă T . Hence
}Bzhnptq}L8 ď 2}phnq0}H2 , 0 ă t ă T.
For t ą T , since
Bzhnptq “ eitB2zzBzph0qn `
ż
0
eipt´sqB
2
zzBz
`|hnpsq|4|hnpsq|˘ ,
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one has
}Bzhnptq}L8 À}Bzphnq0}L1 `
ż t
0
1?
t´ s}hnpsq}
3
L8}hnpsq}L2}Bzhnpsq}L2ds
À}Bzphnq0}L1 `
ż T
0
1?
t´ s}hnpsq}
5
H1ds
`
ż t
T
1?
t´ s
1
s3{2
}zph0qn}3{2L2 }ph0qn}3{2L2 }hnpsq}2H1ds
À}Bzphnq0}L1 ` Cpph0qnq
ˆż 1
0
1?
t´ sds`
ż t´1
1
1?
t´ s
1
s3{2
ds
`
ż t
t´1
1?
t´ s
1
s3{2
ds
˙
À}Bzphnq0}L1 ` Cpph0qnq
ˆ
1?
t´ 1 `
ż t´1
1
1
s3{2
ds` 1pt´ 1q3{2
ż t
t´1
1?
t´ s
˙
À}Bzphnq0}L1 ` Cpph0qnq
ˆ
1?
t´ 1 ` 1`
1
pt´ 1q3{2
˙
ď }Bzphnq0}L1 ` Cpph0qnq.
where
Cpph0qnq “ }ph0qn}5H1 ` }zph0qn}3{2L2 }ph0qn}3{2L2 }ph0qn}2H1 .
Thus we obtain the estimate
}Bzhnptq}L8 À }ph0qn}H2 ` }Bzphnq0}L1 ` Cpph0qnq
Step 2. Now we write the estimates of Step 1 in terms of φ. Some simple computations show
that, for any 1 ď q ď 8,
}hnptq}Lq “ p1` c2nq´1{2q}fnptq}Lq , }Bzhnptq}Lq “ p1` c2nq´1{2q`1{2}Bzfnptq}Lq
}Bzzhnptq}Lq “ p1` c2nq´1{2q`1}Bzzfnptq}Lq , }zhnptq}L2 “ p1` c2nq´3{4}zfnptq}L2
Notice that, if }φ0}X
¯
c ă  ăM , then
}phnq0}H2 ď
ÿ
ně1
}phnq0}H2 ď
ÿ
ně1
p1` c2nq3{4}pfnq0}H2 ď .
Hence
}φptq}L8 ď
ÿ
ně1
}fnptq}L8 “
ÿ
ně1
}hnptq}L8 À
ÿ
ně1
min
"
}ph0qn}H1 , 1
t1{2
}zph0qn}1{2L2 }ph0qn}1{2L2
*
ď min
#ÿ
ně1
}pf0qn}H1 , 1
t1{2
ÿ
ně1
}zpf0qn}1{2L2 }pf0qn}1{2L2
+
ď min
#
,
1
t1{2
˜ÿ
ně1
}zpf0qn}L2 ` }pf0qn}L2
¸+
ď min
"
,
M ` 
t1{2
*
À min
"
,
M
t1{2
*
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and, in a similar fashion,
}∇φptq}L8 ď
ÿ
ně1
p1` c2nq1{2}Bzfnptq}L8 “
ÿ
ně1
}Bzhnptq}L8
À
ÿ
ně1
}ph0qn}H2 ` }Bzphnq0}L1 ` }ph0qn}5H1 ` }zph0qn}3{2L2 }ph0qn}3{2L2 }ph0qn}2H1
À `M `
ÿ
ně1
}zph0qn}3L2 ` }ph0qn}3L2}ph0qn}4H1 À `M `M3 ÀM3.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. We shall only prove the case σ “ 4, the general being completely analo-
gous. The main idea of the proof is to obtain a "small data global existence" result for the H1
component (see, for example, [1, Theorem 6.2.1]).
Step 1. Setup. From the previous lemma, it follows that, for  ą 0 sufficiently small, φ is
global and
}φptq}L8 À min
"
,
M
t1{2
*
ÀM, }∇φptq}L8 ÀM3, }φptq}X
¯
c
À , t ą 0.
Fix v0 P H1pR2q and consider the corresponding solution v of
ivt ` vxx ` vyy ` λp|v ` φ|4pv ` φq ´
ÿ
ně1
|φn|4φnq “ 0, φnpt, x, yq “ fnpt, x´ cnyq.
We recall that v is defined on p0, T pu0qq, where u0 “ v0`φ0. Since φ is global in X
¯
c, the blow-up
alternative of Theorem 1.1 then implies that, if T pu0q ă 8,
}vptq}H1 Ñ8, tÑ T pu0q.
We develop the nonlinear part as
λp|v ` φ|4pv ` φq ´
ÿ
ně1
|φn|4φnq “
5ÿ
i“0
gipv, φq,
where each gi has exactly i powers of v. Define, for i “ 3, 4, 5, ρi “ i ` 1 and γi such that
pγi, ρiq is an admissible pair, that is, 2{γi “ 1 ´ 2{ρi. In particular, ρ3 “ γ3 “ 4. Consider, for
0 ă t ă T pu0q,
hptq “ }v}L8pp0,tq,H1pR2qq `
5ÿ
i“3
}v}Lγi pp0,tq,W 1,ρi pR2qq. (2.4)
We write Duhamel’s formula,
vptq “ Uptqv0 `
5ÿ
i“0
ż t
0
Upt´ sqgipvpsq, φpsqqds.
Therefore, for any admissible pair pq, rq,
}v}Lqpp0,tq,W 1,rpR2qq ď C}v0}H1 `
5ÿ
i“0
››››ż ¨
0
Up¨ ´ sqgipvpsq, φpsqqds
››››
Lqpp0,tq,W 1,rpR2qq
. (2.5)
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For the sake of simplicity, we shall omit both the temporal and spatial domains. In the next
steps, we shall estimate each term of the sum by a suitable power of hptq. All constants depending
solely on M shall be ommited.
Step 2. Estimate of higher-order terms in v on (2.5). Here, we shall estimate››››ż ¨
0
Up¨ ´ sqgipvpsq, φpsqqds
››››
LqpW 1,rq
, i “ 3, 4, 5.
Take i “ 3. Then it follows from Step 1 that››››ż ¨
0
Up¨ ´ sqg3pvpsq, φpsqqds
››››
LqpW 1,rq
À }g3pv, φq}Lγ13 pW 1,ρ13 q
À }|v|3|φ|2}L4{3pW 1,4{3q À }v}3L4pW 1,4q
À }v}3Lγ3 pW 1,ρ3 q À hptq3.
Now we treat the case i “ 4, 5:››››ż ¨
0
Up¨ ´ sqgipvpsq, φpsqqds
››››
LqpW 1,rq
À }gipv, φq}Lγ1i pW 1,ρ1i q
À }|v|i|φ|5´i}
Lγ
1
i pW 1,ρ1i q À }v}i´1Lµi pLρi q}v}Lγi pW 1,ρi q
where
µi “ pi´ 1qpi` 1q
2
ą γi.
Then, through the interpolation Lγi ´ Lµi ´ L8 and the injection H1 ãÑ Lρi ,››››ż ¨
0
Up¨ ´ sqgipvpsq, φpsqqds
››››
LqpW 1,rq
À hptqi, i “ 4, 5.
Step 3. Estimate of the linear term in v.››››ż ¨
0
Up¨ ´ sqg1pvpsq, φpsqqds
››››
LqpW 1,rq
À }g1pv, φq}L1pH1q À }|v||φ|4}L1pH1q.
Using the properties deduced in Step 1,
}|v||φ|4}L1pH1q À
ż t
0
}φpsq}3L8}φpsq}W 1,8}vpsq}H1ds
À }v}L8pH1q}φ}L8pW 1,8q}φ}1{2L8pL8q
ˆż t
0
}φpsq}3{2L8ds
˙
À }v}L8pH1q}φ}L8pW 1,8q}φ}1{2L8pL8q
ˆ
1`
ż t
1
1
s3{2
ds
˙
À 1{2}v}L8pH1q À 1{2hptq.
Step 4. Estimate of the term independent on v. Define
D “ tpj, k, l,m, nq P N5 : pk, l,m, nq ‰ pj, j, j, jqu
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. Then››››ż ¨
0
Up¨ ´ sqg0pvpsq, φpsqqds
››››
LqpW 1,rq
À }g0pv, φq}L1pH1q “
›››››|φ|4φ´ ÿ
ně1
|φn|4φn
›››››
L1pH1q
“
››››››
ÿ
pj,k,l,m,nqRD
φjφkφlφmφn
››››››
L1pH1q
ď
ÿ
pj,k,l,m,nqRD
ż t
0
}pφjφkφlφmφnqpsq}H1ds
ď
ż t
0
˜ ÿ
l,m,ně1
}φlpsq}L8}φmpsq}L8}φnpsq}L8
¸˜ÿ
j‰k
}∇φjpsqφkpsq}L2 ` }φjpsqφkpsq}L2
¸
ds
ď
ż t
0
˜ÿ
ně1
}φnpsq}L8
¸3 ˜ÿ
j‰k
p1` c2j q1{2
|cj ´ ck|1{2 }Bzfjpsq}L2}fkpsq}L2 `
}fjpsq}L2}fkpsq}L2
|cj ´ ck|1{2
¸
ds.
Recalling that
}fkpsq}2 “ }pf0qk}2, }Bzfkpsq}2 ď 3
2
}Bzpf0qk}2, k P N, s ą 0,
one estimates ÿ
j‰k
p1` c2j q1{2
|cj ´ ck|1{2 }Bzfjpsq}L2}fkpsq}L2 `
}fjpsq}L2}fkpsq}L2
|cj ´ ck|1{2
ď 3
2
ÿ
j‰k
p1` c2j q1{2
|cj ´ ck|1{2 }Bzpf0qj}L2}pf0qk}L2 `
}pf0qj}L2}pf0qk}L2
|cj ´ ck|1{2 ÀM.
Hence, by Lemma 2.4,››››ż ¨
0
Up¨ ´ sqg0pvpsq, φpsqqds
››››
LqpW 1,rq
À
ż t
0
˜ÿ
ně1
}φnpsq}L8
¸3
À }φ}1{2L8pL8q
ż t
0
˜ÿ
ně1
}φnpsq}L8
¸5{2
À 1{2
ˆ
1`
ż t
1
1
s5{4
ds
˙
À 1{2.
Step 5. Estimate of the quadratic term in v. Recalling that φ,∇φ are bounded in L8pL8q,
one has ››››ż ¨
0
Up¨ ´ sqg2pvpsq, φpsqqds
››››
LqpW 1,rq
À }g2pv, φq}L4{3pW 1,4{3q À }|v|2|φ|3}L4{3pW 1,4{3q
À
ˆż t
0
ż
|φ|4|v|8{3 ` |φ|4|v|4{3|∇v|4{3 ` |φ|8{3|v|8{3|∇φ|4{3
˙3{4
À
ˆż t
0
}φ}8{3L8
ˆż
|v|2 ` |∇v|2 ` |v|4 ` |∇v|4
˙˙3{4
À
ˆˆż t
0
}φ}8{3L8
ż
|v|2 ` |∇v|2
˙
`
ˆż t
0
ż
|v|4 ` |∇v|4
˙˙3{4
À
ˆ
}v}2L8pH1q
ˆ
1`
ż t
1
1
s8{6
ds
˙
` }v}4L4pW 1,4q
˙3{4
À hptq3{2 ` hptq3.
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Step 6. Conclusion. Putting together Steps 2, 3, 4 and 5, there exists a constantD, depending
only on M , such that
hptq ď D
´
}v0}H1 ` 1{2 ` hptq1{4 ` hptq3{2 ` hptq3 ` hptq4 ` hptq5
¯
. (2.6)
For  sufficiently small, we arrive at
hptq À }v0}H1 `
´
hptq3{2 ` hptq3 ` hptq4 ` hptq5
¯
If }v0}H1 is sufficiently small, then the above inequality implies hptq P r0, h0s Y rh1,8q, for some
h0 ă δ, h1. Since hp0q “ 0, by continuity, one has hptq ă δ, for all t ă T pu0q. The blow-up
alternative then implies that T pu0q “ 8. This implies that
}u´ φ}L8pp0,8q,H1pR2qq ď δp,Mq.
Now notice that this property is also valid for u˜, since it is a solution of (NLS) with v0 ” 0.
Hence
}u´ u˜}L8pp0,8q,H1pR2qq ď }u´ φ}L8pp0,8q,H1pR2qq ` }u˜´ φ}L8pp0,8q,H1pR2qq ď 2δp,Mq.
3 Theory for the plane wave transform
We recall the definition of the plane wave transform:
pTfqpx, yq “
ż
fpx´ cy, cqdc, f P C0pR2q.
Now we state some simple properties of this transform, whose proof is quite straightforward.
Lemma 3.1 (Algebraic properties). Fix any f P C0pR2q.
1. Translation property:
T pfp¨ ` z0, ¨ ` c0qqpx, yq “ pTfqpx` c0y ` z0, yq
2. Scaling property:
T pfpµ¨, λ¨qqpx, yq “ 1
λ
pTfq
´
µx,
µ
λ
y
¯
3. Monotonicity: if g P C0pR2q,
f ď g ñ Tf ď Tg
4. Derivation: if f P C10 pR2q,
∇pTfq “ pT pfzq,´T pcfzqq
Proposition 3.2 (Lp integrability, p ą 2). Fix f P C0pR2q. Then
}Tf}2Lp ď
ż
1
|c´ c1|2{p }fpcq}Lp{2z }fpc
1q}
L
p{2
z
dcdc1, 2 ă p ă 8
and
}Tf}L8y pLpxq ď }f}L1cpLpzq, 1 ď p ď 8.
Consequently, T can be continuously extended in a unique way to L1cpLpzq, for any 1 ď p ă 8.
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Proof. Take ψ P C0pR2q. Then, for q “ p{2,ˇˇˇˇż
|pTfqpx, yq|2ψpx, yqdxdy
ˇˇˇˇ
ď
ż
fpx´ cy, cqfpx´ c1y, c1qψpx, yqdxdydcdc1
ď
ż ˆż
|fpx´ cy, cqfpx´ c1y, c1q|qdxdy
˙1{q
}ψ}Lq1dcdc1
ď
˜ż
1
|c´ c1|1{q
ˆż
|fpz, cqfpz1, c1q|qdzdz1
˙1{q
dcdc1
¸
}ψ}Lq1
ď
ˆż
1
|c´ c1|q }fpcq}Lqz}fpc
1q}Lqzdcdc1
˙
}ψ}Lq1 .
This implies that
}Tf}2Lp “ }|Tf |2}Lq ď
ż
1
|c´ c1|2{p }fpcq}Lqz}fpc
1q}Lqzdcdc1.
On the other hand, given φ P C0pRq, for a.e. y P R,ˇˇˇˇż
Tfpx, yqφpxqdx
ˇˇˇˇ
ď
ż
|fpx´ cy, cq||φpxq|dxdc ď
ż ˆż
|fpx´ cy, cq|pdx
˙1{p
}φ}Lp1dc
“ }f}L1cpLpzq}φ}Lp1 .
Remark 3.1. As a consequence of the above result, for any f P C0pR2q,
}Tf}LppR2q À }f}L1cpLp{2z q ` }f}L8c pLp{2z q, 2 ă p ă 8.
Indeed,ż
1
|c´ c1|2{p }fpcq}Lp{2z }fpc
1q}
L
p{2
z
dcdc1 “
ż
|c´c1|ă1
1
|c´ c1|2{p }fpcq}Lp{2z }fpc
1q}
L
p{2
z
dcdc1
`
ż
|c´c1|ą1
1
|c´ c1|2{p }fpcq}Lp{2z }fpc
1q}
L
p{2
z
dcdc1 ď
ż
|c´c1|ă1
1
|c´ c1|2{p }fpcq}Lp{2z }f}L8c pLp{2z qdcdc
1
`
ż
|c´c1|ą1
}fpcq}
L
p{2
z
}fpc1q}
L
p{2
z
dcdc1 ď
˜ż
|c˜|ă1
1
|c˜|2{p dc˜
¸
}f}
L1cpLp{2z q}f}L8c pLp{2z q ` }f}
2
L1cpLp{2z q
.
Example 3.1. It is a simple exercise to compute the transform of the characteristic function of
the unit square: if f “ 1r0,1s2 , then
pTfqpx, yq “
$’’’’’’’’’’&’’’’’’’’’’%
1, 0 ď x ď 1, x´ 1 ď y ď x
x{y, 0 ď x ď 1, y ě x
px´ 1q{y, 0 ď x ď 1, y ď x´ 1
py ´ xq{y, x ď 0, x´ 1 ď y ď x
´1{y, x ď 0, y ď x´ 1
py ´ x` 1q{y, x ě 1, x´ 1 ď y ď x
1{y, x ě 1, y ě x
0, otherwise
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Figure 1: The transform of 1r0,1s2 .
We claim that Tf R L2pR2q. In fact, one hasż
txě1,yěxu
|Tf |2dxdy “
ż 8
1
ˆż y
1
1
y2
dx
˙
dy “
ż 8
1
y ´ 1
y2
dy “ 8.
Corollary 3.3. If f P L1cpL8z q satisfies f ě 0 and f ı 0, then Tf R L2pR2q.
Proof. Since f ı 0 and f ě 0, there exists a ą 0 and a square Q Ă R2 such that f ě a1Q,
which implies that Tf ě aT1Q. Using the translation and scaling properties, one may write the
transform of 1Q in terms of T1r0,1s2 , which does not belong to L2pR2q.
Example 3.2. Consider f “ 1r0,1s2 ´ 1r0,1sˆr1,2s. Then, using the expression for T1r0,1s2 and
the translation property, it is easy to check that Tf P L2pR2q.
Example 3.3. Let’s compute the transform of fpz, cq “ e´c2´z2 :ż
e´c
2´px´cyq2dc “
ż
e´c
2´x2`2cxy´c2y2dc “ e´x2
ż
e
´p1`y2q
´
c´ xy
1`y2
¯2
e
x2y2
1`y2 dc
“ e´ x
2
1`y2 1a
1` y2
ż
e´c
2
dc “ 2pi 1a
4pip1` y2qe
´ x2
1`y2 .
It is interesting that f is the kernel of the 2D-heat kernel in Fourier variables at time t “ 1, and
that its transform is the 1D-heat kernel in physical variables at time t “ 1` y2.
Proposition 3.4. Given f P L1pR2q, one has
pTfqpx, yq “ F´1ξ rpFz,cfqp¨, y¨qs pxq, a.e. px, yq P R2
where Fξ denotes the Fourier transform in the ξ variable. Consequently, one has the following
inversion formula
fpz, cq “ F´1ξ,η
„
pFxpTfqq
ˆ
ξ,
η
ξ
˙
pz, cq, a.e. pz, cq P R2
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Proof. First of all, since f P L1pR2q, one has Tf P L8y pL1xq. For a.e. y P R, one may then take
the Fourier transform of Tfp¨, yq:
FxrTfp¨, yqspξq “
ż
fpx´ cy, cqe´2piixξdxdc “
ż
fpz, cqe´2piizξ´2piicyξdzdc “ pFz,cfqpξ, yξq.
Proposition 3.5. Take f P L1cpL2zq X FpH1pR2qq. For each y P R, define Γy “ tpξ, yξq : ξ P Ru
and let
piy : H
1pR2q ÞÑ L2pΓyq
be the usual trace operator on Γy. Moreover, consider the isomorphism
j : L2pΓyq ÞÑ L2pRq
jpfqpξq “ fpξ, yξq ξ P R.
and Πy “ j ˝ piy. Then, for a.e. y P R,
FxrTfp¨, yqs “ ΠyFz,cf.
Proof. Take fn Ñ f in L1cpL2zq X FpH1pR2qq, fn P SpR2q. In particular,
Tfn Ñ Tf in L8y pL2xq.
Hence, for a.e y P R2, using the previous result,
FxrTfp¨, yqs “ limFxrTfnp¨, yqs “ lim ΠyFz,cfn “ ΠyFz,cf.
Corollary 3.6 (Transform of the product of two functions). For f, g P C0pR2q,
T pfgqpx, yq “
ż
R
`
T
`
e´2piikcf
˘ px, yq˘ `T `e2piikcg˘ px, yq˘ dk.
Proof. The result is a simple application of Proposition 3.4. First of all, notice that
pFz,cf ˚ Fz,cgqpξ, yξq “
ż
pFz,cfqpl, k1qpFz,cgqpξ ´ l, yξ ´ k1qdldk1
“
ż
pFz,cfqpl, yl ` kqpFz,cgqpξ ´ l, ypξ ´ lq ´ kqdldk
“
ż
pFz,ce´2piickfqpl, ylqpFz,ce2piickgqpξ ´ l, ypξ ´ lqqdldk
“
ż `pFz,ce´2piickfqp¨, y¨q ˚ pFz,ce2piickgqp¨, y¨q˘ pξqdk.
Hence
T pfgqp¨, yq “ F´1ξ ppFz,cf ˚ Fz,cgqpξ, yξqq
“ F´1ξ
ˆż `pFz,ce´2piickfqp¨, y¨q ˚ pFz,ce2piickgqp¨, y¨q˘ pξqdk˙
“
ż
F´1ξ
`pFz,ce´2piickfqp¨, y¨q˘F´1ξ `pFz,ce2piickgqp¨, y¨q˘ dk
“
ż
T
`
e´2piickf
˘ p¨, yqT `e2piickg˘ p¨, yqdk.
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Proposition 3.7 (Parseval’s identity for the plane wave transform). For any p ě 1, if f P L1cpLpzq
and g P L1cpLp1z q, one hasż
pTfqpx, yqgpx, yqdxdy “
ż
fpz, cqpTgqpz,´cqdzdc.
Proof. If f, g P C0pR2q, the result follows fromż
pTfqpx, yqgpx, yqdxdy “
ż
fpx´ cy, cqgpx, yqdxdydc “
ż
fpz, cqgpz ` cy, yqdydcdz
“
ż
fpz, cqpTgqpz,´cqdzdc.
The general case is obtained by a density argument.
Corollary 3.8. If f P L1cpL2zq is such that Tf ” 0, then f ” 0.
Proof. Fix h P SpR2q, h “ hpz, cq. Let ψ P C8pRq be such that ψ ” 1 in r´1, 1s and ψ ” 0 in
Rzr´2, 2s. For any  ą 0, define
ψpξq “ ψ
ˆ
ξ

˙
, h “ h´
´
F´1ξ ψ
¯
‹z h.
It is clear that Fzh P SpR2q has support outside the strip t|ξ| ă u. Furthermore,
}h´ h}L8c pL2zq “ }ψFzh}L8c pL2zq Ñ 0, Ñ 0.
Setting
gpξ, ηq :“ pFzhq
ˆ
ξ,
η
ξ
˙
,
it follows that g P SpR2q and so F´1ξ,ηg P SpR2q. By Proposition 3.4, T pF´1ξ,ηgq “ h. Using
Proposition 3.7,ż
fpz, cqhpz, cqdzdc “ lim
ż
fpz, cqhpz, cqdzdc “ lim
ż
fpz, cq
´
T pF´1ξ,ηgq
¯
pz, cqdzdc
“ lim
ż
Tfpz,´cqpF´1ξ,ηgqpz, cqdzdc “ 0
and so f ” 0.
Corollary 3.9 (L2 integrability). Take f P L1pR2q. Then
}Tf}2L2pR2q “
ż
1
|ξ| |Fzf |
2 pξ, cqdξdc “
ż
1
|ξ| |Fz,cf |
2 pξ, ηqdξdη.
Consequently, if the spectrum of f lies in ps ´M,´rYs,M rqˆs ´M,M r, for some M,  ą 0,
Tf P L2pR2q.
Proof. This is a direct consequence of the formula for T in terms of the Fourier transform.
Corollary 3.10. Take f P L1pR2q and g P L1pRq. Then
T pfp¨, cq ˚ gq “ pTfqp¨, yq ˚ g.
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Proof. By definition,
T pfp¨, cq ˚ gqpx, yq “
ż
pfp¨, cq ˚ gqpx´ cyqdc “
ż
fpx´ cy ´ z, cqgpzqdzdc “ ppTfqp¨, yq ˚ gqpxq.
Corollary 3.11 (Convolution through the plane wave transform). Take f1, f2 P L1pRq. If
f “ f1 b f2, that is, fpz, cq “ f1pzqf2pcq, then
pTfqpx, 1q “ pf1 ˚ f2qpxq.
More generally, for any y ‰ 0, one has
pTfqpx, yq “ pf1 ˚Θyf2qpxq, Θyf2p¨q “ 1|y|f2p¨{yq.
and, for y “ 0, pTfqpx, 0q “ `ş f2pcq˘ f1pxq.
Proof. The result is trivial for y “ 0. Given y ‰ 0, one has
pTfqpx, yq “
ż
fpx´ cy, cqdc “
ż
f1px´ cyqf2pcqdc “
ż
1
|y|f1px´ c
1qf2
ˆ
c1
y
˙
dc1
“ pf1 ˚Θyf2qpxq.
Remark 3.2. Corollary 3.11 and Proposition 3.2 give a new proof of Young’s inequality:
}f1 ˚ f2}Lp ď }Tf}L8y pLpxq ď }f}L1cpLpzq “ }f1}Lp}f2}L1 .
Moreover, since, for a.e. y P R,ˇˇˇˇż
pTfpx, yq ´ Tfpx, 0qqψpxqdx
ˇˇˇˇ
“
ˇˇˇˇż
pfpx, cq ´ fpx´ cy, cqqψpxqdcdx
ˇˇˇˇ
ď
ż
|f2pcq|}f1p¨q ´ f1p¨ ´ cyq}Lp}ψ}Lp1dc,
when y Ñ 0, by Dominated Convergence Theorem,
}Tfpx, yq ´ Tfpx, 0q}Lpx ď
ż
|f2pcq|}f1p¨q ´ f1p¨ ´ cyq}LpdcÑ 0
which is a new way to prove convergence of mollifiers.
4 Solving some linear PDE’s using the plane wave transform
In this short section, we apply the plane wave transform to solve some classical equations.
Example 4.1 (The wave equation). Consider the wave equation in R2
utt ´ uxx ´ uyy “ 0.
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If one supposes that upx, y, tq “ fpt, x´ cyq, one arrives to
ftt ´ p1` c2qfzz “ 0,
which may be explicitly solved:
fpt, z, cq “ f0pz ´
?
1` c2t, cq ` f0pz `
?
1` c2t, cq
2
` 1
2
?
1` c2
ż z`?1`c2t
z´?1`c2t
f1ps, cqds,
Notice that we introduced on purpose the speed c as an independent variable of f . Now, taking
the transform of fpt, ¨q,
pTfqpt, x, yq “
ż
f0px´ cy ´
?
1` c2t, cq ` f0px´ cy `
?
1` c2t, cq
2
` 1
2
?
1` c2
˜ż x´cy`?1`c2t
x´cy´?1`c2t
f1ps, cqds
¸
dc,
one obtains a solution of the 2D wave equation. We remark that, unlike Poisson’s formula for
classical solutions, this representation does not involve derivatives of f1.
Example 4.2 (The Schrödinger equation). Take the linear Schrödinger equation:
iut ` uxx ` uyy “ 0.
Introducing the plane wave ansatz upx, y, tq “ fpt, x´ cyq,
ift ` p1` c2qfzz “ 0.
The solution is given by
fpt, z, cq “ 1a
4ipip1` c2qt
ż
e
i|z´w|2
4p1`c2qt f0pw, cqdw
which, through the plane wave transform, gives a family of solutions to the two dimensional
Schrödinger equation.
upt, x, yq “
ż
1a
4ipip1` c2qte
i|x´cy´w|2
4p1`c2qt f0pw, cqdwdc.
Example 4.3 (The heat equation). We now consider a slightly different application of the plane
wave transform. Take the heat equation in one dimension:
ut “ uxx.
Here, instead of taking a plane wave in two spatial dimensions, we consider a plane wave in time
and space. The ansatz upt, xq “ fpx´ ctq implies that
´cf 1 “ f2, i.e., fpz, cq “ Apcqe´cz `Bpcq.
Setting Bpcq “ 0 and applying the transform T , one arrives to the following family of solutions
to the heat equation:
upt, xq “
ż
Apcqe´cx`c2tdc.
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Actually, if one is given an initial condition up0, xq “ u0pxq, then one observes that A is the inverse
Laplace transform of u0. Although this integral representation is certainly valid, the presence
of the term e´cx implies a strong decay of A at infinity. Now, if one replaces c with ic in the
integral representation, one still obtains a solution to the heat equation. This procedure makes
no sense when one starts with the ansatz upt, xq “ fpx´ctq; however, the integral representation
is still meaningful for complex values of c. Hence another family of solutions is
upt, xq “
ż
A˜pcqe´icx´c2tdc.
In this situation, one sees that A˜ is none other than the inverse Fourier transform of u0 and so
upt, xq “ Fc
´
e´c
2tF´1x u0
¯
,
which is precisely the solution of the heat equation given by the Fourier transform. This integral
representation was studied in [3] as a generalization of the Fourier transform.
Example 4.4 (The Schrödinger equation II). As in the previous example, one may derive a
family of solutions to the 1D-Schrödinger equation using T in both space and time:
upt, xq “
ż
Apcqe´icx`ic2tdc.
Givan an initial condition u0, A corresponds to the Fourier transform of u0. The substitution
c ÞÑ ´ic gives the family
upt, xq “
ż
A˜pcqe´cx´ic2tdc
which is connected to the Laplace transform.
We finish with a result stating that the above classical arguments to reduce the dimension
of the equations are valid in a functional setting. The result, although stated only for the linear
Schrödinger equation, may also be extended to more equations.
Proposition 4.1. Let S1 and S2 be the free Schrödinger groups in dimensions one and two,
respectively. Given f P L1cpL2zq, one has
T pS1pp1` c2qtqfpcqq “ S2ptqTf in S 1pR2q.
Proof. Suppose that f P SpR2q. Then, from the formula of Proposition 3.4,
Fx rS2ptqTf s pξ, yq “ Fx
”
F´1ξ,η
´
e´4pi
2ipξ2`η2qtFx,yTf
¯ı
pξ, yq
“ F´1η
”
e´4pi
2ipξ2`η2qtFx,yTf
ı
pξ, yq “ F´1η
”
e´4pi
2ipξ2`η2qtFy ppFz,cfqpξ, yξqq
ı
pξ, yq
“ F´1η
„
e´4pi
2ipξ2`η2qt 1
|ξ| ppFzfqpξ,´η{ξqq

pξ, yq “ Fη
„
e´4pi
2ipξ2`η2qt 1
|ξ| ppFzfqpξ, η{ξqq

pξ, yq
“ Fη
”
e´4pi
2ip1`η2qξ2t ppFzfqpξ, ηqq
ı
pξ, yξq “ Fz,η
”
F´1ξ e´4pi
2ip1`η2qξ2t ppFzfqpξ, ηqq
ı
pξ, yξq
“ FxT pS1pp1` c2qtqfpcqqpξ, yq.
The general case follows by a density argument.
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5 Plane waves: the continuous case
Consider
X “  φ P L8pR2q : φ “ Tf, f P L1cpH1z q X L8c pL2zq(
endowed with the induced norm
}φ}X “ }f}L1cpH1z q ` }f}L8c pL2zq.
Notice that such a norm is well-defined, by Corollary 3.8. Furthermore, since L1cpH1z q ãÑ L1cpL8z q,
one has, by Proposition 3.2 and Remark 3.1,
}φ}L4 , }φ}L8 À }φ}X .
Now consider the subspace of L4pR2q
E “ H1pR2q `X,
endowed with the semi-norm
}u}E “ inf
u“v`φ t}v}H1 ` }φ}Xu .
Lemma 5.1. The semi-norm } ¨ }E is a norm in E. Moreover, pE, } ¨ }Eq is a Banach space and
E ãÑ L4pR2q.
Proof. Take u P E. If u “ v ` φ, v P H1pR2q, φ P X, one has
}u}L4 ď }v}L4 ` }φ}L4 À }v}H1 ` }φ}X .
Taking the infimum on the right hand side,
}u}L4 À }u}E .
Hence, if }u}E “ 0, u “ 0, which proves that } ¨ }E is a norm. We now prove that E, with the
norm } ¨ }E , is complete. Given punqnPN Ă E, suppose that
}un ´ um}E Ñ 0, n,mÑ8.
For each k P N, there exist npkq ď mpkq, increasing with k, such that
}un ´ um}E ď 1
2k
, n ě npkq,m ě mpkq.
Define
u˜k “ umaxtmpkq,npk`1qu
and take vk P H1pR2q and φk P X, inductively, such that u˜k “ vk ` φk and
}vk ´ vk`1}H1 ` }φk ´ φk`1}X ď }u˜k ´ u˜k`1}E ` 1
2k
ď 1
2k´1
.
This implies that pvkqkPN and pφkqkPN are Cauchy sequences in H1pR2q and X, respectively, and
so
vk Ñ v in H1pR2q, φk Ñ φ in X.
Hence
}u˜k ´ pv ` φq}E ď }vk ´ v}H1 ` }φk ´ φ}X Ñ 0
and so u˜k Ñ v ` φ in E. Since punqnPN is Cauchy in E, this implies that un Ñ v ` φ.
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Lemma 5.2. Let tS2ptqutPR be the Schrödinger group in dimension two. Then
}S2ptq}EÑE “ 1, t P R.
Proof. Given u P E, write u “ v ` φ, v P H1pR2q, φ P X, φ “ Tf . Then, by Proposition 4.1,
}S2ptqφ}X “ }S1pp1` c2qtqf}L1cpH1z q ` }S1pp1` c2qtqf}L8c pL2zq
“ }f}L1cpH1z q ` }f}L8c pL2zq “ }φ}X .
Hence
}S2ptqv}H1 ` }S2ptqφ}X “ }v}H1 ` }φ}X
and, taking the infimum on both sides, one concludes the proof.
For the sake of clarity, we define do we mean as a solution of (NLS) over E.
Definition 5.3. Given u0 P E and u P Cpr0, T s, Eq, T ą 0, we say that u is a solution of (NLS)
with initial data u0 if u satisfies the Duhamel formula
uptq “ S2ptqu0 ` iλ
ż t
0
S2pt´ sq|upsq|σupsqds, 0 ď t ď T,
where S2 is the Schrödinger group in dimension two.
Lemma 5.4. For any σ ě 1 and u0 P E, if u1, u2 P Cpr0, T s, Eq, T ą 0, are two solutions of
(NLS) with initial data u0, then u1 ” u2.
Proof. Since u1, u2 are two solutions with the same initial data,
pu1 ´ u2qptq “ iλ
ż t
0
S2pt´ sq p|u1psq|σu1psq ´ |u2psq|σu2psqq ds, 0 ď t ď T. (5.1)
Let r ě 2 be such that r1 ě 4{pσ ` 1q. Take p such that
r1p ě 4, r1p1 ě 4{σ.
Then, since
||u1|σu1 ´ |u2|σu2| ď Cp|u1|σ ` |u2|σq|u1 ´ u2|, 0 ď s ď T,
using Hölder’s inequality,
}||u1|σu1 ´ |u2|σu2|}Lr1 ď Cp}u1}σLr1p1σ ` }u2}σLr1p1σ q}u1 ´ u2}Lr1p .
Define γ and q such that pγ, r1pq and pq, rq are admissible pairs, i.e.,
2
γ
“ 1
2
´ 1
r1p
,
2
q
“ 1
2
´ 1
r
.
For any J “ r0, ts, 0 ă t ď T and for q “ 2r{pr ´ 2q, it follows that
}||u1|σu1 ´ |u2|σu2|}Lq1 pJ,Lr1 q ď Cp}u1}σL8pJ,Lr1p1σq ` }u2}σL8pJ,Lr1p1σqq}u1 ´ u2}Lq1 pJ,Lr1pq
Using Strichartz’s estimates in (5.1),
}u1 ´ u2}LγpJ,Lr1pq ď Cp}u1}σL8pJ,Lr1p1σq ` }u2}σL8pJ,Lr1p1σqq}u1 ´ u2}Lq1 pJ,Lr1pq.
Since E ãÑ Lr1p1σpR2q,
}u1 ´ u2}LγpJ,Lr1pq ď Cp}u1}σL8pJ,Eq ` }u2}σL8pJ,Eqq}u1 ´ u2}Lq1 pJ,Lr1pq ď C 1}u1 ´ u2}Lq1 pJ,Lr1pq
where C 1 does not depend on J . The result now follows from [1, Lemma 4.2.2].
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Lemma 5.5. For any σ ě 1 and u P E, |u|σu P H´1pR2q.
Proof. Writing u “ v ` φ,
|u|σ`1 À |v|σ`1 ` |φ|σ`1.
Since v P H1pR2q, v P Lσ`2pR2q and so |v|σ`1 P Lσ`2σ`1 pR2q. On the other hand, recalling that
φ P Lp, for any p ě 4, |φ|σ`1 P L2pR2q. Hence |u|σ`1 P L2pR2q ` Lσ`2σ`1 pR2q ãÑ H´1pR2q.
Proof of Theorem 1.3. Write u0 “ v0 ` φ0, v0 P H1pR2q, φ0 P X. Consider the initial value
problem for v P Cpr0, T s, H1pR2qq,
ivt ` vxx ` vyy ` λ|v ` φ|σpv ` φq “ 0, vp0q “ v0, φptq “ S2ptqφ0. (5.2)
By the previous lemma, the nonlinear term is in H´1pR2q. It follows from Kato’s local existence
theory (see, for example, [1, Theorem 4.4.1]) that there exists T “ T p}v0}H1 , }φ0}Xq ą 0 and
v P Cpr0, T s, H1pR2qq solution of (5.2), which depends continuously on v0 and φ0. Setting
uptq “ vptq ` φptq, 0 ď t ă T , it becomes clear that u is a solution in E of (NLS). Moreover, it
is unique, by lemma 5.4.
Define
Tmax “ suptT ą 0 : there exists u P Cpr0, T s, Eq solution of (NLS), up0q “ u0u.
If, for some M ą 0, }uptq}E ăM as tÑ Tmax, then, for each t, one may find v˜ptq P H1pR2q and
φ˜ptq P X such that
}v˜ptq}H1 ` }φ˜ptq}X ď }uptq}E `M ă 2M, uptq “ v˜ptq ` φ˜ptq.
For t0 sufficiently close to Tmax,
T :“ T p}v˜pt0q}H1 , }φ˜pt0q}Xq ą Tmax ´ t0.
Then one may solve (5.2) with initial data v0 “ v˜pt0q and φ0 “ φ˜pt0q, thus obtaining a unique
solution of (NLS) defined on rTmax ´ t0, T s. This implies that u is extendible beyond Tmax, a
contradiction. Hence there exists a unique maximal solution u P Cpr0, Tmaxq, Eq of (NLS) and,
if Tmax ă 8,
}uptq}E Ñ8, tÑ Tmax.
Sketch of the proof of Theorem 1.4. The proof is very similar to that of the numerable case and
again will only be done for σ “ 4. We start with some estimates for S2φ0: using Propositions
3.2 and 4.1,
}S2ptqTf0}L8 “ }T pS1pp1` c2qtqf0q}L8 ď }S1pp1` c2qtqf0}L1cpL8z q
À 1
t1{2
›››› f0p1` c2q1{2
››››
L1cpL1zq
, }f0}L1cpH1z q
}∇S2ptqTf0}L8 “ }S2ptq∇Tf0}L8 “ }S2ptqppf0qz,´cpf0qzq}L8
ď }S1pp1` c2qtqppf0qz,´cpf0qzq}L1cpL8z q
À 1
t1{2
}pf0qz}L1cpL1zq , }f0}L1cpH2z q ` }cf0}L1cpH2z q.
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The Theorem will be proved if we show that the unique solution v of
ivt ` vxx ` vyy ` λ|v ` φ|σpv ` φq “ 0, vp0q “ v0, φptq “ S2ptqφ0
is global and remains small in the H1 norm, for all t ą 0. As before, we decompose the nonlinear
term as
λ|v ` φ|σpv ` φq “
5ÿ
i“0
gipv, φq,
define h as in (2.4) and apply some Strichartz estimates in the Duhamel’s formula for v in
order to obtain inequality (2.6). The estimates for i “ 1, ..., 5 are mutatis mutandis those that
were derived for the numerable case, since one has control of the W 1,8 norm of S2φ0. For the
autonomous term, using the decay of }φ}W 1,8 ,
}|φ|5}L1pH1q ď
ż t
0
}φpsq}W 1,8}φpsq}2L8}φpsq}24 À }φ}2X
ˆ
1`
ż t
1
1
s3{2
˙
À 2
Proof of Theorem 1.5. Let ψ P C8pRq be such that 0 ď ψ ď 1, ψ ” 1 in r´1, 1s and ψ ” 0 in
Rzr´2, 2s. Take g P SpRq such that
}F´1ξ ψ}L1}g}W 1,1 ` }g}H2 ă
?
M, }g}H1 ă
a
pMq, |Fgp0q| ą 0.
For any  ą 0, define
ψpξq “ ψ
ˆ
ξ

˙
, g “ g ´
´
F´1ξ ψ
¯
‹z g.
Then
}g}Hs “ }p1` |ξ|2qs{2Fg}L2 ď }p1` |ξ|2qs{2Fg}L2 “ }g}Hs , s “ 1, 2.
and
}g ´ g}W 1,1 ď }F´1ξ ψ}L1}g}W 1,1 ď }F´1ξ ψ}L1}g}W 1,1 ă
?
M.
Finally, take f P SpR2q such that
}f}L1XL8 ă
?
, }cf}L1 ă
?
M, }cf}L2 ą K}|ξ|1{2Fg}L2p|ξ|ą1q .
Defining φ “ T pf b gq, it is now easy to check that φ satisfies the conditions of Theorem 1.4.
Moreover, by Corollary 3.9, for  ą 0 small
}∇φ}L2 ě }cf}L2}|ξ|1{2Fg}L2 ą }cf}L2}|ξ|1{2Fg}L2p|ξ|ą1q ą K.
All that is left is to prove that, for  ą 0 small enough, }φ}L2 ą K. This follows from
}φ}L2 “ }f}L2
›››› Fg|ξ|1{2
››››
2
Ñ8, Ñ 0.
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Lemma 5.6. Suppose that f P L1cpH1z q X L8c pL2zq. If
zf, p1` c2qfz P L1cpL2zq X L8c pL2zq. (5.3)
then, for some C “ Cpfq,
}S2ptqTf}Lp À
"
C 2 ď p ď 8
Cp1` t2q 1 ă p ă 2 .
Proof. From Proposition 4.1 and Remark 3.1,
}S2ptqTf}L4 “ }T pS1pp1` c2qtqfpcqq}L4
À }S1pp1` c2qtqfpcq}L1cpL2zq ` }S1pp1` c2qtqfpcq}L8c pL2zq “ }f}L1cpL2zq ` }f}L8c pL2zq.
Furthermore, from Proposition 3.2,
}S2ptqTf}L8 “ }T pS1pp1` c2qtqfpcqq}L8 À }f}L1cpH1z q.
The estimate for 2 ă p ă 8 follows by interpolation. Now take 1 ă p ă 2. By Proposition 3.2,
}S2ptqTf}L2p ď
ż
1
|c´ c1| }S1pp1` c
2qtqfpcq}Lpz }S1pp1` pc1q2tqqfpc1q}Lpzdcdc1.
Using Hölder’s inequality,
}S1pp1` c2qtqfpcq}Lpz ď
›››› 11` |z|
››››
L
2p
2´p
}p1` |z|qS1pp1` c2qtqfpcq}L2z
À }fpcq}L2z ` }zS1pp1` c2qtqfpcq}L2z .
Recall the classical estimate, valid a.e. for c P R:
}zS1pp1` c2qtqfpcq}L2z ď }zfpcq}L2z ` 2p1` c2qt}fzpcq}L2z .
Hence, setting
Θpc, tq “ }fpcq}L2z ` }zfpcq}L2z ` 2p1` c2qt}fzpcq}L2z ,
we have
}S2ptqTf}L2p À
ż
1
|c´ c1|Θpc, tqΘpc
1, tqdcdc1.
By a analogous reasoning to that of Remark 3.1 and (5.3),
}S2ptqTf}L2p À 1` t2.
Proof of Theorem 1.6. The theorem will be proved once we show that the unique solution of
ivt ` vxx ` vyy ` λ|v ` φ|pv ` φq “ 0, vp0q “ v0, φptq “ S2ptqφ0 (5.4)
is globally defined. In the following, we perform formal calculations which can be justified with
suitable regularization arguments. Multiplying (5.4) by v¯, integrating over R2 and taking the
imaginary part, we obtain
1
2
d
dt
}vptq}2L2 ` λ Im
ż
|v ` φ|pv ` φqv¯ “ 0.
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and so
1
2
d
dt
}vptq}2L2 À }φ}L8}v}2L2 ` }v}L2}φ}2L4
Since, by the previous lemma, }φ}L4 and }φ}L8 are uniformly bounded, Gronwall’s lemma implies
that
}vptq}L2 À Cptq,
where C : R` Ñ R is a non decreasing continuous function. Now, multiplying (5.4) by vt,
integrating and taking the real part,
d
dt
ˆ
1
2
}∇vptq}2L2 ´
λ
3
}v ` φ}3L3
˙
“ Imλ
ż
∇ p|v ` φ|pv ` φqq ¨∇φ¯.
Recalling that ∇φptq “ S2T pfz,´cfzq and applying the previous lemma,
d
dt
ˆ
1
2
}∇vptq}2L2 ´
λ
3
}pv ` φqptq}3L3
˙
À
ż
|∇φptq|2|φptq| ` |∇φptq||φptq||vptq| ` |∇φptq|2|vptq| ` |∇φptq||∇vptq||vptq|
À }φptq}L4}∇φptq}2L8{3 ` }φptq}L4}∇φptq}L4}vptq}L2
` }∇φptq}2L4}vptq}L2 ` }∇φptq}L8}∇vptq}L2}vptq}L2
À p1` tq4 ` Cptq ` Cptq}∇vptq}2.
Define the energy
Eptq “ 1
2
}∇vptq}2L2 ´
λ
3
}v ` φ}3L3 .
From Gagliardo-Nirenberg’s inequality,
}v ` φ}3L3 À }v}3L3 ` }φ}3L3 À }∇v}L2}v}2L2 ` p1` tq6 À Cptq2}∇v}L2 ` p1` tq6.
Let Tmax be the maximal time of existence of the solution of (5.4). Then, for any 0 ă t0 ă t ă
Tmax,
}∇vptq}2L2 À |Ept0q| ` Cptq2}∇vptq}L2 ` p1` tq6 `
ż t
t0
`p1` sq4 ` Cpsq ` Cpsq}∇vpsq}2˘ ds.
Suppose, by contradiction, that Tmax ă 8. Since }∇vptq}L2 Ñ 8 as t Ñ Tmax, one has, for
t ą t1 sufficiently close to Tmax,
}∇vptq}2L2 À
ż t
t0
Cpsq}∇vpsq}2ds.
However, this implies that }∇vptq}2L2 is bounded on rt1, Tmaxs, which is absurd.
6 Further comments
The plane wave transform has many interesting properties. Section 4 should be regarded as a
starting point for the application of this transform to obtain new local well-posedness results
for equations such as the wave equation, the heat equation and KdV equation. Furthermore,
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Theorem 1.5 points out that this theory is not simply an appendix to the usual Hs local well-
posedness theory: it gives new information about Hs solutions and may shine some new light on
global existence criteria for these equations.
It is important to recall that the plane transform is built upon solutions of the transport
equation. Other equations may give birth to other transforms: for example, consider
ω ¨∇u “ iu, u “ upx, yq, ω “ pω1, ω2q P R2, |ω| “ 1.
Solutions of this equation are of the form upx, yq “ eiω¨px,yqfpωK ¨ px, yqq, ωK “ p´ω2, ω1q, that
is, functions that are periodic in the ω direction. By varying the direction of ω, we may arrive
to a similar construction to that of the transform T . It would be especially important to find a
construction which can be applied to other spatial domains.
One may also try to extend the plane wave transform to more spatial variables, either by
applying only to the two first variables or by iteration (applying to the first and to the i-th
variable). The functional tools of section 3 should be easily applicable to either extension.
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A Appendix
In this appendix, we give another proof of
Tf ” 0 ñ f ” 0.
This proof is based on arguments that do not involve the expression of T in terms of the Fourier
transform. For the sake of simplicity, we shall assume that f is good enough so that all integra-
tions are automatically justified.
Proposition A.1. Given f P CpR2q with exponential decay at infinity, if Tf ” 0, then f ” 0.
Proof. Step 1. Reduction to radial case. Since Tf ” 0,ż
fpx´ cy, cqdc “ 0, px, yq P R2.
Then, given any h P R, ż 1
0
ż
fpx` hz ´ cy, cqdcdz “ 0,
which means that the integration of f over any non-vertical strip is null. Define
f˜pz, cq “ 1
2pi
ż 2pi
0
fpAθpz, cqqdθ, Aθpz, cq “ pc cos θ ´ z sin θ, c sin θ ` z cos θq
Then, for any , δ ą 0 and any strip S “s´ δ, ` δrˆR,ż
S
f˜pz, cqdcdz “ 1
2pi
ż 2pi
0
ż
S
fpAθpz, cqqdcdθ “ 1
2pi
ż 2pi
0
ż
A´1θ S
fpz, cqdcdz “ 0,
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since the rotation of a strip is still a strip. In particular, the function
 ÞÑ
ż
f˜p, cqdc
is zero. Since f˜ is a radial function, f˜p, cq is an even function, and soż 8
0
f˜p, cqdc “ 0,  ą 0.
Hence
0 “
ż 2pi
0
ż 8
0
f˜p, cqdcdθ “
ż
R2zBp0q
f˜pz, cq?
c2 ` z2 ´ 2 dzdc
which implies, in polar coordinates, thatż 8

f˜prqr?
r2 ´ 2 dr “ 0,  ą 0. (A.1)
Step 2. f˜ must be zero. We write f˜ “ f` ´ f´, with f`, f´ ě 0 and f`f´ ” 0. Fix a P R`.
W.l.o.g., let panqnPN Ă R` be a strictly increasing sequence with a0 “ a and such that
f˜
ˇˇ
ra2k,a2k`1s ě 0, f˜
ˇˇ
ra2k`1,a2k`2s ď 0, k P N. (A.2)
There are two possibilities: either an is bounded or not. We consider the case where an is not
bounded, the other being quite similar. Define
hnprq “ ra
r2 ´ a2n
1pan,`8q
and
SN prq “
Nÿ
n“0
p´1qnhnprq, N P N.
Since hnprq ď hn`1prq for r ą an`1, it is easy to check that, for N even,
SN
ˇˇ
pa2k,a2k`1q ą 0, SN
ˇˇ
pa2k`1,a2k`2q ă 0, SN
ˇˇ
paN ,8q ą 0, k P N, 2k ` 2 ď N (A.3)
This implies that, for all N even, f`SN ě 0. On the other hand, the same reasoning shows that,
for all N odd, f´SN ď 0. Given k P N, it follows from (A.1) and from the decay of f thatˇˇˇˇż 8
0
f`S2k ´
ż 8
0
f´S2k`1
ˇˇˇˇ
“
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż 8
0
2kÿ
n“1
p´1qnpf` ´ f´qhn `
ż 8
0
f´h2k`1
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
“
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ 2kÿ
n“1
p´1qn
ż 8
0
fhn `
ż 8
0
f´h2k`1
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ “
ˇˇˇˇż 8
0
f´h2k`1
ˇˇˇˇ
Ñ 0, k Ñ8
Since, for any k, ż 8
0
f`S2k ě 0,
ż 8
0
f´S2k`1 ď 0,
it follows that ż 8
0
f`S2k,
ż 8
0
f´S2k`1 Ñ 0, k Ñ8.
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Set Sprq “ limSN prq. By Monotone Convergence Theorem, the functions f`S and ´f´S are
integrable, positive and have integral over r0,8q equal to 0. Hence f`S, f´S ” 0. It follows
from (A.2) and (A.3) that f`prq, f´prq “ 0 for r ą a. Since a ą 0 is arbitrary, we conclude that
f˜ ” 0.
Step 3. Conclusion. Since f˜ is the average of f over any circle centered at the origin and
f˜ ” 0, it follows that fp0, 0q “ 0. To prove that fpz0, c0q “ 0 for any pz0, c0q P R2, consider
fpz0,c0qpz, cq “ fpz ` z0, c` c0q.
Then Tfpz0,c0q ” 0 and therefore, by the previous steps, fpz0, c0q “ fpz0,c0qp0, 0q “ 0.
Remark A.1. It follows directly from this proof that the integral of f over the collection of all
strips in R2 determines uniquely the values of f . This implies that the integral of f over all strips
determines the integral of f over all balls. This is not trivial at all, since the value of the latter
cannot be obtained from the first ones using algebraic set relations. Furthermore, it is easy to
check that, if one starts with a collection of strips with a finite number of possible directions,
such a result is no longer valid.
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